KrinisTaylor tookover at Imageware in 2001 and refocused and diversified the company’s portfolio of software offerings to be modern, faster and more efficient. Taylor brought in a top-notch management team which has transformed the company into an agile business that can quickly respond to customers and a rapidly changing marketplace. Imageware is a leader in biometric identification and authentication solutions. Shortly after joining Imageware as CEO, she secured a $2.7 million equity advance as part of a $10 million proposed private placement. Taylor is focused on evolving the company into a biometric-first identity company and successfully transformed the business into a SaaS model for winning success. She is a board member of PureView, Inc. and in 2011 was a board member of Aetna Health. krinis@imageware.io (415) 335-3390
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Krinis Taylor has been working in government affairs and economic innovation for more than 30 years. She has built positions as director, executive government affairs and innovation policy for the city of San Diego, office of Mayor Kevin Faulconer, and chief of innovation and engagement for the city of San Diego’s Library system. Ting launched her economic development career as chief of staff for Mayor Ronald Nirenberg in 2018. She has oversaw the creation of two business attracts: “Eats” and San Diego Venture Group’s CitySwap. She led exponential growth of Library NEXT, a partnership between UC San Diego Extension and the San Diego Library providing STEAM programs for underserved children. She is developing San Diego’s reimagined economy to ensure innovation economy maps the needs of its global adoption. SaCaType Collective@gmail.com (502) 906-3390

TRACY TING has more than 20 years of combined finance and human resource experience. She has enhanced shareholder value through strategic business growth and cultural transformation at multinational companies. Ting was honored in 2021 by Diversity & Leadership as one of California’s Most Powerful & Influential Women, was a National Diversity Council Top 100 Diversity Officer, and was named one of the Top 50 HR Professionals. Ting led the successful development and launch of Encore Capital Group’s new mission, vision and values in January 2021. It was the company’s first enterprise-wide initiative across 10 countries that mobilized global employees to co-create Encore’s new values. It had voluntary participation from more than 6,000 employees. She is chair of Encore’s Environmental, Social, Governance Steering Committee.

ROBIN TOFT has worked in life sciences for more than 20 years. A globa

JESSICA TOTH has worked in environmental sustainability for 18 years. As executive director of SolarCenter, Toth leads a nonprofit that influences policy and government, and impacts communities throughout the San Diego region regarding climate change and sustainability. The organization brings environmental education and outreach to communities throughout the San Diego region, holding contracts with 75% of all the area’s jurisdictions. In 2021, SolarCenter redoubled its efforts to reach First Nation people and historically underserved communities. Many elected officials expect Toth to provide the straight facts or practical implementation of meaningful measures affecting climate change. Toth positioned SolarCenter to be among the region’s leaders regarding the recently enacted SB183 mandating prebottling food waste (from being landfilled). director@solarecenter.org 760-406-3185
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